
P Jai Prakash Narayan
IN 9492726015 jppadamati55555@gmail.com

SKILLS

Java

Python

JavaScript

HTML/CSS

HOBBIES

Dancing

Photography

gardening

exercise

exploring

LANGUAGES

English

PROFILE SUMMARY

this is p jai prakash narayan pursuing b-tech 4th year from the branch EEE

department, that means electrical and electronics engineering.my father name

is p Srinivasa rao. he is a farmer and my mother name is umamashwari . she is

an house wife. i passed out my 10 th in the year 2018 with the cgpa 8.7 in sri

chaitanya techno school. and i passed out my inter in the year 2020 with the

cgpa 8.0 in sri chaitanya junior college.present i ampersuing b-tech �nal year

.from my �rst year to now my percentage is 70%.comming to the technical

languages ,i learned c programming, python ,java, HTML AND CSS. i dis some

technical projects, i done a project on frontend development by using html

and CSS in the �at form edunate. i done an geo vision project by using

arti�cial intelligence and machine learning in the �at form blackbucks, i

developed a GENERATIVE AI web by using HTML,CSS AND JAVASCRIPT IN THE

FLAT FORM NXTWAVE, i done an ethical hacking project that is investigating a

malicious email using maitigo. i done an cybersecurity project in the �at form

skillvertex.my hobbies are browsing internet for learning new skills, going to

the gym every day, playing batmintan.thank you.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

From end development , edunet foundation (Jun 2023-Aug 2023)

i done this project by using html and css inthe �atform edunate

Generative AI, nxtwave (Aug 2023-Aug 2023)

i developed a GENERATIVE AI WEB ny using html ,css and

javascript

ethical hacking, nxtwave (Oct 2023-Oct 2023)

i done an ethical hacking project that is investigating a malicious

email using maitigo.

Cyber security , skillvertex (May 2021-Jul 2021)

i done an minor and major project in the �at form skillvertex. it

is about awareness of cyber security

EDUCATION

Tenth
sri chaitanya techno

school
BSEAP 89%

Twelth
sri chaitanya junior

college
BSEAP 85%

ACHIVEMENTS



Ppt presentation Winner

Project expo

Student brand ambassador (nep saarthi)


